Mary Joan Hunter

Most making allegations. Hiding an incorporate. Seen three people who are too close enough to bring it. Need safe haven anyone to make approaches by phone. May testing the waters for our reaction. "Sent to death."

REDACTED's criminal in Celtic

REDACTED's hair while I've seen their

REDACTED's synagogue -

REDACTED's in the establishment.

CC was here - came upon after I caught with him. There was graffiti.

She was REDACTED's daughter. REDACTED's wife.

REDACTED died mother. REDACTED's was a surprised.

It's hard to let be local accuser. (newspaper article)

Evelyn J. Jones from Marie Kin.

REDACTED gets her info from friend who was his.

Mitch then rang another mother who said she had him arrested then another stranger

then went to his house after school.

REDACTED knew about it with told her

REDACTED feeling sleep to her in life 7

reps 4 ago or.

Been at Craig - changed a letter and is

REDACTED - They reemployed at Calaveran.

REDACTED if your hand child in Craig's clan

in trouble
When calling in for Maggie -
- Hearing about 2ND file in Russia & won't go further because of 1's relationship with 4TH
- TSH took info to Penny Leonard and wrote letter that 30 files are all been reviewed with Russia. Parents knew but thought they were getting good thing & wouldn't be affected.
- TSH is 4TH expected relationship with Russia.
- TSH is in Chapel & kids go to him for tutoring. 1st year been with him for 1 year.

MSH's concern that mother has been bringing problems to HTR's of council members (Val Wilson, Mary Guess)

To get wife need to set up safe house - fearful can/will be kidnapped. Concerned Woods is involved in drug ring.

MSH's concerned her 6th generation is typical - part of problem that they don't trust adults.

CC was angry about it.

Penny Leonard knows parents who had child at the school. MSH had to go to Arch because
Otherwise nothing happens.

Foundation money went to Casino.

Nearly got hit getting decision.

Boyally been going on at Timbucto.

Boy's parents got nowhere because of denominational.

Parents who wrote that can have been clustered, unconscious, or knifed nothing happened.

[REDACTED]

Deader unconscious.

Boy was knifed, other was put into woodshed.

CHANGING POSITION / Mandatory Reporting.

School Counselor do not take responsibility for what happens, because it is an incorporated company.

Stop to fluffing - Nothing has ever come on.

Put with another g.